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H^KOPUCTIOH
1.1. Introductory Remarks*
If a physical problem can be formulated mathematically, it ion
more than likely that ite solution will eventually depend on the
solution of a differential equation, either partial or ordinary*
Even when we restrict our attentions to the latter, the class of such
equations which can be solved exactly by some analytical process is
sadly restricted* 3uch a seemingly innocent equation as 
2 2y* • x ♦ y
admits of no solution in terms of olomentary functions* A similar 
example, of considerable physical significance, arises in the problem 
of the constant velocity flow of a viscous incompressible fluid over 
a oomi-infinite flat plate* Using Prandtl’e boundary-layer 
approximations, this problem can be reduced to that of solving the 
ordinary differential equation
2>y"' ♦ yy" • 0 ,
an equation which has resisted all analytical onelought for over half 
a century* Indeed, this example gives weight to a remark recently 
made hy Todd [l] that " in discussing properties of matter, (we) 
regard the medium as continuous, oet up differential equations, look 
at them for a while, give up, and replace them hy difference equations*
Even when an analytical solution for a differential equation is 
available in closed form, the requirements of the physical problem 
may bo such that a tabulation of the solution for a range of values 
of the argument is ultimately required* Ih© labour of ouch a
tabulation frequently exceed8 that of computing an accurate numerical 
eolation dirootly fro® the differential equation. This io especially 
true when a high speed digital computer ie available* Such machines 
ore not at their beet whon making a tabulation from a given closed 
fromula, while they delight in the repetitive nature of a step-by-step 
calculation* Indeed it can happen that the numerical solution is more 
accurate than the tabulation baaed on the exact eolation, when the 
latter involve® special functions for which tables ( or sub-routines ) 
are available only to a oertain degree of aoouraoy*
In recent years, increased interest in all branches of numerical 
analysis has been aroused by the advent of the high speed digital 
computer* However, there are those who argue, with some justification, 
that the rapid growth of the study of the computer as a tool has 
oreated rather too much interest in the new art of efficient 
programming, while too little thought has been given to effecting a 
comparable increase in the efficiency of the basic numerical processes 
involved* One fears that many users of expensive computing machinery 
seldom look past the method of Mams and Bashforth [2] (I883) for
the solution of an ordinary differential equation, or Simpson* a Rule 
(c* 1750) for the evaluation of a definite integral, although at the 
time when those methods were devised, there was small demand for a 
numerical solution of high accuracy, and little means of obtaining 
it, except at the cost of excessively labor!oun desk calculation*
It is the major purpose of this thesis to propose finite 
difference techniques of improved accuracy for the numerical solution
of ordinary differential oquatlone, and for the numerical evaluation 
of definite lntegrola, the fortaer problem belnc dlsousaed in Chapter 
and the latter in Chapter IV. In Chapter III the stability of the 
formulae evolved in Chapter IX is studied*
...
1*2 Blawentary npitp Blffonmoe Peplaoemopta for the iguotlon 
y’ - f(x. y).
Consider the following Initial value problem Involving a firet 
order ordinary differential equation.
y’ • *(*» y) i y(x0) • y0
Consider also equally spaced points on the x*oxis,
r ■ 0, lt 2t , • • ,xr " X0 * rh’
(■)where the constant h is the mo oh length. We denote by y' 1 the
derivative
y(0)- y . 
*r ~ *r
(X.l)
evaluated at x • at , and it io understood that
The Taylor expansion for 7r+1 about is
r*l
yy0) ♦ hy,15 ♦ lyy^ ♦ fyyp^ ♦ • • • U«2)
Truncating this series after two terms leads to the following 
elementary finite difference replacement for (1*1)
r+1 y ♦ hf • *r r ’ (1.3)
£tXs
where f • f(xr, y^). Since yQ io known, this formula can be used 
with r • 0 to yield a value for y^« Using this value, and putting 
r • 1, a value for yo is then obtained, and honoe, in turn,
y3. y4. • • • ya ♦ • are found by a step-by-step process*
The truncation error of the formula (1.3) at the step r is
defined to be the difference between the value of y * predicted 
by (1.3) and the value of y*^ given by the differential equation 
(1.1), provided that no round-off error le made. Shat ie
'truncation rroi • (y^j)difference eqn. * (yr+P differential
(1<4)
Throughout thio thesis truncation error will always be defined in this 
•ease. On comparing (1*2) with (1.3), it i© evident that the truncation 
error for fortoula (1.3) le the Infinite series
She leading tor© of this serie© is called the principal part of the 
truncation error, or the principal truncation error, and will be 
denoted by (TB)^ . Thus for formula (1«3)>
(TB)^ • h^y^\
For reason© which will be discussed in Chapter II, section 3, we prefer 
not to attaoh the suffix r to the derivative in the expression for 
(TE)^. We shall hove occasion to refer also to the second. term in 
the truncation error ©erics, and this will be denoted by (TB)g. It 
should be noted that no tern in the truneatlon error can be fully 
evaluated without knowledge of the solution y of the differential 
equation*
Formula (1.3) is not the only finite difference replacement for 
(!•!) which involves the points xp, xy^x only. For, consider the
Truncating the series after the aeoond terra leads to tho formula
yr - ♦ wr »
or» equollyt yr+l ’ yr * “r*l
which constitutes an alternative finite differenoe replacement for 
(1.1), with a prinoipal truncation error
(TE)j • h2y^ .
Although formulae (1.3) and (1.5) aro of comparable accuracy, the
latter io, in practice, more difficult to apply, since at each step the 
unknow y^ appears on both sides of the equation, necessitating the 
solution, possibly by an iterative method, of an algebraic or 
transcendental equation. Formulae with this property will be termed 
implicit. while those which, like (1.3)» yield the new value of y 
directly will be termed explicit. For the pair of formulae at present 
under discussion there is, of course, no reason for not preferring the 
easier explicit formula. In general, however, the most accurate 
available implicit formula involving a specified number of points 
turns out to be more accurate than the beat available explicit formulae 
In addition, stability requirements ( see Ch.pter III) are less stringent 
for implicit formulae than for explicit.
zgiPif MifcTwnm Hanl—uniiTite sf HlAer Order*
Formulae (1*3) ond (1*5) axe, of couroe, of very low accuracy, 
and yield acceptable results only If tho mesh length Is excessively 
small* ( Even then, accumulation of round-off error can set a limit to 
the accuracy attainable*) An obvious way to Increase the accuracy Is 
to base tho finite differonoo replacement for (1*1) on more than two 
consecutive mesh points* A formula which involves values of the 
unknown y at the k*l neighbouring points xy, xr+jt • • • x^4-
is said to be a formula of order k* Clearly, a step-by-step 
numerical solution of (1*1) based on a k-th finite difference formula 
cannot proceed unless an additional k-1 valuoo y^, yr, * * 7^.^
are known* The question of obtaining those additional starting values 
is dismissed in Chapter IX, section 7«
Let us consider possible ways of forming a finite difference 
replacement of second order for (1*1)* Clearly, a possible method is 
to proceed exactly as in the derivation of (1*3)• but with the finite 
difference replacement for the derivative y^ based on three points 
rather than two* This yields the explicit formula
yr»2 " yr * 2hfr*l (1*6)
with (tb)j •
The truncation error is an order higher than that of (1*3) or (1*5)«
An alternative second order formula can be formed by considering
—- -------------- , , , . ..
the equation
yr*2 ’ yr+l * f T*Z yMx <*♦*>
J xr*l
She definite integral io evaluated ae accurately as possible, bearing 
in mind that y* (• f(x, y)y io available only at the three given 
mosh points# Accordingly we calculate the unique polynomial of degree 
two passing through the three points (xy, fy), (x^*, fr+P» ^xr*2,fr*2^
in the X-T plane. Integrating this polynomial over the range»
[ x^j, *2+%] and substituting in (1,7) leads to the formula
yW2 * yr*l * T>< 5S-2 ♦ 8fr4l - fr) (1.8)
with (TB)X * * 24 7^
This is the well known second order implicit Adaa^ formula, and its 
principal truncation error is an order higher than that of (1#6).
This result can also be improved upon by considering the equation
Jr*2 *r * r+2 y» dx,
a nd
with
as before to obtain the formula
yr*2 " yr * 3< fr*2 * < 
(TK)j - ♦ 9& y(?)
ahis, the celebrated turns out to be the most
(1.9)r+1 * fP
accurate second order formula obtainable.
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Thio rather haphazard derivation of different formulae of the 
same order le unsatisfactory. It Is not obvious at the outset that
formula (1.9) will be moro accurate than (l.b). It Is even less
obvious that formula (1.9) is the beet second order formula available. 
If we go on to consider higher order formulae involving four or more 
mesh pointof the situation is moro confused, and the most aocurate 
iormulae are not always known. One of the objects of this thesis 
will be to systematically derive the formulae, of given order, which 
ham the greatest accuracy ( henceforth called optimum formulae).
among the devices commonly used to produce finite difference 
replacomento for (1*1) are calculations involving the difference 
operators /\ , V and S • 'Throughout this thesis we shall 
steadfastly avoid the use of these operators, since it is felt that 
they hinder the process of dyutematination by disguising familiar 
formulae in a variety of garbs.
The most general finite difference formula of order k will be 
a relationship of the type
t-0
Thio expression will be our starting point for the project of deriving 
the optimum k~th order formula. Tho method for calculating the 
optimum values of the undetermined multipliers aQt , a*t, ( t - 0,1,...k) 
will be discussed in Chapter XI.
---- - ---------------- - -
//
.... ' ■
*•4 ,!&&&&££*
In proctico, formalao of the type (1*10) operate by virtue of the 
fact that y^' Is known as a function of x and y from the 
differential equation (1,1) | hut so also is y^ • f^ ♦ f^y^ 
known as a function of x and y , as ore y^\ y'^) etc. Thus a 
novel method of incorporating in the difference formula more 
information from the differential equation suggests itself, namely that 
we replace (1,10) hy tho wider calos of finite difference formulae,
k k2 »ot 7r*t * h 2 ®it Q> ♦ h2 Z - -<a)
t-o t-o t-o uS>t yr+t
Z. y<° -
t-o r**
Chapter XX will he devoted to the determination and study
♦ • • ♦
(1.11)
of formulae
of tho olaso (1,11). Our original plan of deriving systematically 
the optimum formulas 5 which involve first derivatives only, will thus 
be included in the wider project, as the cpooial case £ • 1,
• • • ♦ h
The inclusion of the higher derivatives in the difference 
formulae, not surprisingly, effeots considerable increasea in accuracy, 
( oince the additional information is basically analytical information 
concerning the original differential equation (1,1), the new formulae 
of improved accuracy turn out not merely to be tantamount to higher 
order formulao of class (1,10), ) Moreover, when we consider, in 
Chapter XXX, tho problem of stability, it transpires that the new 
formulae have much superior characteristics.
tz
Tho seme device of including higher derivatives can produce 
now foraulae of improved accuracy applicable to the problem of 
quadrature ) this io tho subject of Chapter IV.
The only branch of numerical analysis in which the idea of using 
the higher derivatives of a known function appears to have been 
studied in any detail is tho theory of interpolation. he labour 
involved in tho high accuracy interpolation necessary for tho 
conutruction of a tabulation of some of the transcendental functions
is much diminished whon a formula is used which involves the values
of the derivative as v?cll as of the function. Such formulae have 
boon considered by Fort [3J and Salser [4 J •
The possibility of using higher derivatives in Quadrature formulae 
has received scant attention, bquires [5] has produced a class of 
quadrature formulae involving derivatives of the Integrand, but 
restricts his investigation to first order formulae only. Hammer 
and ticks [ 6J have produced quadrature formulae of tho Oausnian type, 
in which derivatives of tho integrand ore involved, but the use of 
special irregularly spaced abscissae makes the methods extremely 
cumbersone when high accuracy io sought.
IQLth the exception of the formula known as Kiilno'o, starting
Wprocedure./ the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations 
by iinite difference formulae involving higher derivatives has, to 
tho author's knowledge, never been investigated.
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CHAFER IX*
EQUATIONS,
!!•! Introduction,
Consider the differential equation
y* - f(x, y) (2.1)
gubjoct to the boundary condition y - yL at X • x^, Alone the x-axia 
the me ah pointe xy are given by
xr • xfl ♦ rh, r . 0, 1, 2........... ,
h being the distance between consecutive pointe* In order to obtain 
a numerical solution of (2»1)> we shall consider the class of differenoe 
equations
ZL i %t h° 7n*t “ °» k > X» > 1 (2,2)
aO tO
An equation of thio ciao a la a relationship involving the values of
y ( = yp)) and its sucoessive derivatives y^°^ ( » at
r r r
the k*l neighbouring points x^, • • • • xn<k*
Provided that the function f(xt y) can be differentiated 
partially as often as nay be required9 the derivatives y^ can be 
obtained in terms of x and y from the differential equation (2,1).
Thue
y^1' - f(x, y) - FjCx, y)
y(J?) - (Fx)x ♦ UP/j - Fg(x, y)
y(3) - (F2)x ♦ (F2)yr2 - F3(x, y) (2.3)
y(B,) - <F«-i>x ♦ - V’- y>
vvherc ^5£>x j 05)'5o -
Let ue assume that the coefficients a^ have been determined, and 
that the values of y are known at the k neighbouring points 
xQ, xp xg, • • • (*>©• Chapter IX section 7, for methods
for obtaining additional starting values*) Then on equation of class 
(2*2) with n«0 can he used to find a value for yfe • Applied again 
with n*l, it yields a value for y^^, ond, continuing in this 
manner, a complete stop-by-step numerical solution of the difference 
equation (2*2) is obtained. In general, it will be necessary to solve, 
at each stop, an algebraic or transcendental equation for yn^ I that 
is, the formula is implicit« in the sonse defined in Chapter X* If, 
however, a set of coefficients can he found with
sk 0, e * 1, 2, 3 , • • • • £/ 9,
then y k will he given directly at each step, and the formula
is qxpli^J.,
II. 2 i.oafflioo WsXx^v: .Pp. ni.
Before discussing the general problem of determining possible values
for the coefficients a. , we shall Illustrate the method to be ■I
employed by considering the specific example given by putting k • 2 
and t * 1 in (2«2)« Thio gives a close of second order finite ditfersno 
formulae for the solution o£ (2«1), in which no higher derivatives are 
employed* It can therefore be expected that some of the well know 
sooond order formulae, merit iorod in Chapter I, will emerge* With k • 2 
and I • 1, (2*2) bcccmso
a00yn * aolyn*l * a0^2 * h( “llJ&i * •l2yii2> ° (2’4*)
Clearly, tho aQt are arbitrary to th© extent of a conotant factor,
a nd we can therefore, without lose of generality, put aQ2 • *1* v?e
A®)now expand y^ ' , (s • 0,1$ t • 1,2) as Taylor series about the point
n‘
.(0)
n*l
yn * * 2l yn2) ♦••••♦“£ +
2
ar-n
♦ W>} * .
mJ *n
♦ J®*1)*
• * y«
• •
*n«2 ’ y^*^1)*(t) ‘ «
yin ’ yn1} * * 2TyP} * • •
*£1 • yi1} * a^i2> * (1^2 y£3) * • • * <9,Byim+1)* •
,(o)
• •
When these express!mis are substituted into (2*4), the following
equation is obtained
nh * * ’ * Aa hV(m) ♦••’<> <«•
rihe first few coefficients ore as follow
*o ’ *«) * *n * 1 (2.5(1))
‘h - flfcx - 2 ♦ ajo ♦ *1! ♦ »x2 (2.5(H))
Ag • ajjx/21 - 22/2l * *11 ♦ 2^g (2.5(111))
• Sqj/JI - gfyjl ♦ (2.5(lv»
a4 ’ “Dl/44 * * Ojx/31 * £^o-jp/3J (2.5(D)
*5 - aoj/51 - a5/^ ♦ -jj/41 * 24Ojg/4l (2.5(D)
If the values of the cooffioionts a ., could he chosen in ouch a way 
that each of the coefficients in (l«5) vanished identically» then 
(£«4)» with y^ replaced by f(x> y), would represent the differential 
equation G*l) exactly* 1th a fixed number of undetomined 
nultlpliero available, thls> of oouroct eaanet in awnoral be done*
the boot that can be achieved is to nafee as many as poooible of the 
leading coefficients A^t* •identically aero* the remaining
aoa«sero terms on the left hand oida of (2*5) now constitute tho 
truncation arror> as defined in <1«4)« The first of these non-ocr© 
tamo ia then (TKk» the principal truncation error of the female. 
(2*4)* .
It la one of the advantage® of thio typo of derivation that the
leading terms of the truncation error series are readily obtained
as an Integral part of the calculation* Indeed, the general tens of 
the truncation error series for a particular formula can be obtained 
with little difficulty, allowing a detailed examination, for any given 
differential equation, of the convergence of the solution of the finite 
difference equation to the solution of the differential equation.
dlnce, for the formula at present under consideration, there are 
five undetermined multipliers arjt, it should be possible to put
Aq =s • Ag • • 0,
and solve the resulting equations (2*5(i)) • (8*5(v )) to determine 
tho coefficients uniquely* With these values for a * • (2*4)
now determines the second order finite difference replacement of 
maximum accuracy for (2*1)* Such a formula will be called an optimum 
formula. Its principal truncation error Is
where A~ oan now be evaluated from (2*5(vl))«
In all step*by*step numerical solutions for Initial value problems 
the question of possible instability must be taken Into account* A 
detailed examination of this phenomenon Is made In the next Chapter, 
whore it Is shown that the stability of any particular formula is 
largely governed by the numerical values of the coefficients a .
appearing in it* Thus, it mey happen that the optimum formula obtained
above turns out to be unstable, and oust be rejected* Thus, instead of 
evaluating the optimum coefficients it would be «dLser to Introduce some 
degree of flexibility into the formula by retaining one of the coeffloie
as a variable parameter, tho eventual value of which would be 
dictated by stability requirements* Since the coefficients in
(2*4) are all premultiplied by h , c^jad therefore quake a second order 
contribution to tho stability characteristics of the formula, one of the 
coefficients a^ , namely , is retained as a parameter* Hence
wo put &Q0 • a, and solve for the four remaining undetermined 
coefficients terms of a, by setting
AQ • Aj • Ag • • 0 ,
and solving the four resulting equations (2*5(i))~(2*5(iv))* The two 
leading terms in the trunoation error series for the formula (2*4), 
now defined by the new values of a t are
and
(TE)j - A4 h4/4) 
(TE)a - hM5) *
whore A can be evaluated in terms of a* It should be
observed that the optimum formula can quickly be recovered by putting 
• 0, and solving for a , which now has its optimum value*
If this prooe dure io followed out for the formula (2*4), the
following results are obtained
°00 * a a01 • 1-a °02 • *1
“io
. 2a=i
12 •ll
■ ^(l*a)
*18 •
A4 a ——24 s 360
Squation (£•4) now boconoo
(2.6)
yn*2 ’ °yn * (1“a)yn+l * li( <5a-l)y<1J ♦ 8<l*a)y<J> ♦ (5-»)r^Jf(2»T) 
with (TB)X - -^h4/4) ,
(2.8)
and (TB)2 - kV5>
J
The optimum formula is obtained by putting (?B), • Of that la a • 1.*
With this value for the parameter a, (2»7) reduces to
yn*2 = yn * t< 41} * * y^2> <2«9)
z y \On putting yK 7 • f(xt y), we see that thia formula la identical with 
(1«9)» ajgg)eon>o foxmulfl< Its principal truncation errort obtained by 
putting art in (2*8) is 7-x h^y^'.
If we choose a » 0, then (2«7) reduces to
n+2
(1)yn+l * it ( * ^2 > (2.10)
with (•PE) j - ~ h4y(4^ .
Uhio ia identically (1.6), tho flogond,, ,ordei^ijnjp.ll_ci.t .Adamjo, Vorguja.
——--- - !*”?--------- ...
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Another simple choice for a io -!• With thia value, (2.7) becomes
yn*2 * ♦ i»»( ^1) ♦ jr<i| ) (Sell)
with (TE)X • *JT7 h^y^) •
Thio formula does not appear to be particularly well known, although 
its stability characteristics are, in some reepecte, superior to those 
of either Simpson's or Adams1 formula.
Ihere v/ould be an obvious advantage in choosing a • 5 , since 
(2*7) would then become an explicit formula* Unfortunately, as will 
be demonstrated in Chapter XII, it is essential from considerations of 
stability that •! < a 4
Explicit formulae can be obtained, at the cost of an Increased 
txunoation error, by stipulating in advance that a^ • 0. If Gqq ^ a 
is retained as a parameter, then the number of undetermined coefficients a 
&st io reduced from four to three* Consoouently, we can demand only 
that and Ag vanish. Thereupon solving (2*5(i)) • (2*5(iii))
for th© three undetermined coefficients aQt leads to the following 
formula
yn+2 “ * (1’tt)yn+l * * * <a*3)yi+l ] (?‘X2)
with («)1 - •~|h3y(3)
The optimum explicit formula corresponds to a • 5 (and is identically 
formula (2*7) with e«»5) butt a© has already been stated, this is 
unacceptable from tho standpoint of stability*
It is of interest to observe that if a • ♦!, (2*12) reduces to
y ♦Zn*2
(X)
»♦!
rdth (TB), - 4
This is identical with (1*6), one of the elementary finite differenoe 
formulae discussed in Chapter 1*
_____________
II.3 /he Choice or Ortfijalar tho'/syior
Consider equation (2*4) of the preceding section^
uOOyn * °Dlyn+l * + “lO^n * al2yn*2^ “ 0 ^2*4^
(«)and choose to be -1* W now expand jr*' , (s * 0, I $ t - 0, 1,
oo Taylor Series not* ae previously, about x^ t but about an arbitrary
mosh point xQ > where q • n * p , p being an Integer, positive or
negative*
JO) ,
_(0)
*!»♦!
.(0)
n*2
,U>
_(Dyn*l
CDn*2
y(0). ^U,, <^,<a>, . . .
* (p+Dhy^1) ♦ yC^) +# .
yq°^ * Cp+2)hy^X^ ♦ y<2) ♦.
yq1; ♦ ♦ •
y^ ♦ (p*i)iVq2) ♦ ^H^yq3^ •
y^1- ♦ (p*2)hy(2) ♦ *. •
* (^)DyJ,B>*
(p+nVLfa)
yc*
(2i^ny(»). 
ml yq
(2±5FfeX°*1) ♦
(E2£j^By(«*l) «,
• •
.
• •
If these expansions are substituted into (2*4), the following equation 
is obtained*
B0 yQ0) * B. bj/1) * 
* q »2 &«> ...... b“.W . .
(2*13)
Ibe first few coefficients 3 are os follows*■
.—.—-^.......... —.. ____
(2.13 U»
9
aoo * a0X * 1
fn*2) * * “U * &12- (’W) 7
(o*Js) ♦ D&tr\ *1/ ‘to * - <S±J>2
& «00 * “°x -'
t „. ^, - -t? ■ i -' •■*'-' • *8 
1
°oo
(p+X)A,
41
*01 ’ 4 * 37 “io * hi * “12(2.13(v))
mt iono (2.13(1)) - (2.13(vi)) ere conpared with (;.5(i)) - (2.5(vi)) 
d,after oooo manipulation! tho follov&ng relationship between the
arid tho b arc established, 
i m
»<
2
«3
B
• p\> ♦ h
2
’ 21 *0 * PA1 * "2
(2.1^
♦ A-i3 ~31 *0 * tr *1 * pA2 ’ *3
It h * ir A2 * PA3 *A'
9
4
Br
5 j£> ♦$37*2 *27*3 *
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If we proceed, as in the preceding section, and choose Uqq = a to 
be a variable parameter, the remaining four undetermined coefficient a 
aQt are found by putting * ^1 “ £2 * 3 * FroB (2#14)» this
implies that • 0, and the values of a#t which
satisfy this set of equations are those given by (2*6}, and the formula 
(2*7) is again produced.
yfeWji,. thq chofri
tf grtSa M. .Tflrlgr mwaiitwiih
In practice, the origin io therefore chosen in ouch a way that 
the labour of obtaining the coefficients is minimised*
Further, it follows from (2*14) that once the &Qt have been 
determined, then
*4 ‘ A4
and B4 * pA4 * a5 •4
Hence, the coefficient in (TE)^ is also independent of the choice of 
origin, but it is important to notice that the value of (TI»)^ does 
depend on the choice of origin* For, if the expansions are about x?,
then
(TE)X -
and if about x , then Q
(TE)j - A h4y<4) 4 q
---------------------------- - ■
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Ho waver, since the formula (2*7) 1b Independent of the choice of origin
for the Taylor exp an alone, it follows that the total truncation error
is likewise independent of this choice. Thus, there is no advantage
to he gained by choosing x in ouch a way that the derivative y^4^
Q q
is snail, or oven soro. In ouch a case, the principal truncation error 
would simply give a very misleading indication of the magnitude of the 
total truncation error*
Since 1<- is not identically equal to the coefficient in (TE)
is, in general, impendent on the choice of origin* If, however, the 
formula is optimised by choosing the value of the parameter a in ouch 
a wqjr that vanishes (i.e. & • 0 ), then for this optimum
formula • B^, and the coefficient of (TE)^ becomes independent 
of the choice of origin. For this reason, the truncation error of the 
formula (2*7) is better quoted as
(Th)1 • h4y^
(TE)g • h?y^ when a • 1. ,
since, in this form, both the coefficients quoted are invariant under 
change of origin*
The proof of the result given in this section can readily be 
extended to cover higher order formulae, involving higher dreivativoo* 
Thus, the conclusions reached above are pertinent to all formluae of 
class (2*2), and, consequently, truncation errors will always be 
quoted in the manner indicated*
H*4 PAttHi? i*i±££2l££ lo.rt^^AvolyUfa- ler&v.u.t*X£8. A
W. -T. .l.,U,.l.^S«gBlaa.« (Lambert and Mitchell [8] )
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We now return to the problem of determining the coefficients 
aot ic the general formula of class (2*2). W expand y and its 
derivatives up to order I at the k ♦ 1 neighbouring points 
xn* xn+l* • ♦ • xn+k 00 series about x . That Is
48 - 4° ♦ “4~*’ * <g>24~’)...............................♦
where t • O, 1, 2, • • k
a • 0, 1, 2> • • L •
♦
If these expansions are substituted into (2.2), the following equation 
is obtained
V» • crf> • c^> • ... • ♦ . . - 0 (2.15)
The cool’ficisnte C are deflner. as follows.
C» ■ fife* •§ r„ • - o, l. 2, . . £ .
£ k (2*l6>
Cm “ <£& <g> “at fOr " * <X+1)’ ( C*2)» * ’
It Is clear from (2»2) that there is no loss of generality in arbitrarily
assigning a value to one of the coefficients a^t and we accordingly 
choose s^ • -!• There therefore remain (k*l)( -£ ^^undetermined
coefficients a#^ • However> as pointed out in section 2 of this
Chapter, it is deeirable that certain of these coefficients be retained 
as variable parameters, for the purpose of controlling th© stability 
characteristics of the final formula* Moreover, it is well known 
that as the order of th© formula is increased, so th© chances of 
instabi11 ty ajre enhanced, and, indeed, for k /* 2 , a single variable 
parameter proves to be inadequate* Hence, in general, k - 1 
* 1. Vei. • '' ~t T= • are retained, arid these are chosen to be a^, t«0, 1, **k*2* 
Thus, there finally remain £(k ♦ 1) ♦ 1 undetermined coefficients a^, 
and these are found in tense of the variable parameters by putting
Cgj “ 0 , m • 0, 1, 2, * * * (k+1) (2*17)
Wen these values of the coefficients a@t are substituted into (2*2), 
the required finite difference formula© are defined* This ha© beer 
done for tho following range of values for k and Z *
F » 1 1 I • 1, 2, 3, 4*
k ■ 2 , £ • 1, 2, 3.
k ■ 3 I Z- ■ X, fc
k » 4 1 - • 1.
She values of th© coefficients afit for this range of formula© are 
displayed Table 1*, whore the parameters and a^ have been
replaced by a, b and c respectively* The values of the coefficients 
have, of course, been calculated exactly, no round-off errors having 
been introduced*
The leading terms in tho truncation error series arc
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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The coefficients, C^, in (TE)^, (TE)^, • * ,(which do not
depend on the choice of origin for the Taylor expansions) are Quoted in
Table 2*
The opti on formula la obtained b^ finding the values of the variable 
parameters for which
(TE)j - (TE)2 .... - (TE)^ - 0 ,
and its principal truncation orror io then found tay substituting these 
values into the expression for (Tg)^ • The coefficient of the 
resulting principal truncation error (which is independent of the 
choice of origin for the Taylor expansions) is also Quoted in Table 2*
The class of explicit formulae io derived in a similar manner, 
first stipulating that • 0 for © • 1, 2, • . • i • There
arc now fewer coefficient© a to be determined, and if the 
same parameters are retained, then (TE)^ io of order ♦ 1, and the
principal part of the truncation error for the eptitau^oreula is of 
order ♦ k.
The coefficients agt have been calculated for the class of
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explicit formulae, for the/ranges of k and t ee in the case of the 
implicit formulae* Theo© values arc given in Table 3, and the 
truncation error© in Table <•
■f 1
throughout this thesis, the implicit formula of class (2.2) of 
order k, involving derivatives up to order i , will be denoted by
[*. .
and the oorresponding explicit formula by
II. 5
Set all of tho formulae derived In the preceding section are, of 
course, new* In particular, many of the classical formula© are 
contained in the aub-class [k $ l] * It has already boon nointed 
out that the optiaum «m* of [, , l] coincides 1th afem'h 
formula* Che formula [4 I 1 ] with a » 1, b « *6/19 and c • 0 
yields
n*4 *n • it ^1 • W a) ,U)h*l♦ 4ae:,' ♦ 4y^' ♦ y<J|),
which is Qttsds,s Foasula. (See Col lutz [9] , p*53^)* Putting each of 
the variable parameters equal to zero in either an laplicit or an 
explicit [k 9 l] formula gives the general implicit or explicit k-th
within the sub-class £k 9 l] , formulae of improved accuracy car 
bo produced only by increasing the order* In the wider class [k < ,
however, higher accuracy can be obtained either by increasing the 
order (incroaoing k), or by increasing the number of derivatives of y 
involved (increasing & }• It is one of our purposes to point out that in 
many caeca the latter alternative is preferable.
From the standpoint of the amount of labour involved, much depends 
on the form of tho function f(x, y) appearing in the differential 
equation (2*1)* If this is a complicated function, then it can be 
argued that the ©valuation of tho higher derivatives at the mesh points 
might prove laborious* This is in rase degree offset by the fact that
3b
the use of the higher derivatives makes it possible to keep the order of 
the formula low, thus obviating the need for calculating many additional 
starting values*
Ite main argument fo preferring the high derivative formula is, 
howver, concerned with stability* It is well known that if the order 
of the finite difference formula greatly exceeds that of the differential 
equation, then the chance of the numerical solution exhibiting 
instability is considerably increased* It will be shorn in Chapter III 
that, by increasing t rather than k , formulae of hi$j accuracy can 
b© produced, which in no way increase the danger of inotability*
finally, as far as implicit methods are concerned, there io yet 
another reason for preferring the high derivative formulae* llxe order 
of the principal truncation error of the optimum |k formula
has been cbown to be kh ♦ k + L , and, by ’he symmetry of thio 
expression it would ap; ear that there la nothing to be gained, in terms
of truncation error, by increasing t, rather than k. Bewcver, it will 
be seen from I able 2 thatfthe numerical factor in the optimum truncation 
error diminishes ouch more rapidly with Increasing than with 
increasing k • For example, we have
for optimum [l , 4] lfflp , (TB^ - - ’ '*U’
for optima: [4 J 1 ] x » - ♦ 7-^ h9/''
. *
the principal truncation error of the high derivative formula being 
ten thousand times smaller than that of the hi$x order formula. Indeed
::1:z _. - ._........ ..J..._________
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if h io flven the not unusual value of 0*1, the principal truncation 
error for [l > 4] assumes the rather fantastic order of lO*1^ y^;P 
For explicit formulae, the order of the optimum truncation error io 
k E- ♦ k, and there is an apparent advantage in increasing k rather 
than (t • However, stability requirements * always more difficult to 
satisfy in explicit formulae * exclude the formulae with smallest 
truncation ori'ora, when k > 2*
Him implicit [ k f £ ] formulae are used, th© solution for at
each step may be obtained cither directly or iteratively* As a
t .
refinement of the latter technique, a [k f £] formula can be used
in conjunction with a k f I] to for© a predictor-corrector pair*
3lnee some of the derivatives evaluated in the corrector are also used 
in the predictor, this scheme shows no froat increase in computational 
labour over methods involving a single implicit [ k t I ] formula* in 
this context, it is of Interest to consider the well known predictor* 
corrector pair which constitute Jllne^ Method, 10]« These are 
W yn * * ySg * (2.19(D)
yn*2* yn * T < 41} * ^nil * yJJ|> » <^>1 “ 4 & (2.19(H))
Referring to Tables 1 and 3, it will be seen that the predictor, (2*19(1)),
r T xlaa 4 | lj , Whiles the corrector, (2* 19(11) ), is the optimum
[2 I l] can readily devise analogous pairs of predictor-
oorreotor formulae, which Involve higher derivatives* lor example,»
[l > with a * -1, b • ♦!, provides the predictor formula,
Pu.t 1 > b*C = O
. ' • . . .
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Ja.3 ' '
with (TK), 90
7J7)h’y (2.20(1))
A suitable corroctor la by the optimum (2 f 2 Jformula,
yn+2 - ^1} • y^2> • ‘ ^X * 4*2>’
with («) - - 15^ fa8y(8) (2.20(11))
ihe [k | G formulae can also be used to find a numerical solution
for a system of simultaneous first order ordinary differential equations*
■HsaSSHHSSSIM. 1as an illustration, consider the following sot of three simultaneous 
differential equations in the three dependent variables y, s and w,
as independent variable*
yh) a s -
Bu> . d& m
dx
_(D - «
observe that the higher
^x(x» y» z» *)
f2(x» y, »» «)
*3(*» y» b» »)
(2.21)
with respect to x can still be obtained analytically in terms of 
x, y, a and w, after the manner of equation (2*3)* 'Thus,
y(2) - - <*X>x * * <fl)8f2 *
(3)
(2.22)
y ” ’ S " <FX>x * (FlVri * <FX>/2 * <FxV3 ’ FJ
and so on*
r
________ _______
Sqppooe that the values of y, a and w are knovm at the k neighbouring 
points xn> • • • • xn+k-l* on€°^ tho [k;L] i2^ formulae
is applied to each equation in (2*21), and the higher derivatives 
evaluated by means of relations of the type (2*22), then a set of three 
simultaneous equations in the three unknowns yn*fe t an+p and wn*k 10 
obtained, and can in general be solved* The labour is considerably 
reduced if [k 9 tj exj> formulae are employed, in whiah ease yn4fc * 3n+k 
and w k are, in turn, given directly*
Xt follows that the [k 9 t] formulae con be used to solve ordinary 
differential equations of second or higher order. For, consider the 
general m-th order ordinary differential equation
y(n) . y(l), y(2), # y^1)) (2.23)
Writing y • Y1 , (2*23) is equivalent to the following set of m 
simultaneous first order ordinary differential equations in the m 
dependent variables Y^t Y^, • • • , x being the independent
.(1) .
k2
(1)
l3
(X)
n~l
XX) f(x, Yr Y2> • * • Ym-r
_____________________ ____________ _____________
Ahen a differential equation of the type (2* 23) arises from & physical 
problem, it is, of oourao, far more usual for the neoessaxy boundary 
conditions to be given in the form of the initial values of y, y^\ . .
• • rather than in the form of the Initial values y0, y*, • • y^*
In such a case, the method proposed hero is particularly convenient, If 
the set of first order equations la solved by a formula of class [k 9^] 
of low order, ainoo the initial values of Y^, Y^, • • • . Y^ are at 
hand, and the labour and inaccuracies in computing additional starting 
values are minimised. ^Ith existing formulae of the type
•0
for the solution of (2«23), it is necoaeary to use the given Initial 
values of y end its derivatives to estimate the values of y at the 
a points x0, • » • • X®-1 •
A cose of particular importance is the initial value problem
y(2) . yf yU)) , y^) . y^ # y^^Xjj) •
(2.24)
OU/nj
which con readily be solved with high accuracy/a formula of class 
[k | £] on the pair of equations
yM - f(x, y, >2. )
Unfortunately, it is not possible to incorporate higher derivatives 
in formulae which would give a single stop«by*step algorithm for solving 
problems of the type (2«24)» For, on attempting to evaluate the higher 
derivatives analytically, we find
uvcllabie In an analytical
II. 6
az
An axamplo Is now given to demonstrate that accurate stable 
formulae of low order oar. be used to obtain nucorlcal solutions of 
hl^b accuracy for ordinary differential equations of first order. 
rihe examplo considered io
yC) . _ y t (2.25)
subject to the boundary condition y • 1 at at • 0. ah© theoretical
solution is
y • (1 ♦ x)®^ , (2.26)
and thia Is used to check the accuracy of the numerical solution of
(2.25)» Throe separate numerical solutions are computed. In each 
casoy the mosh length h Is taken to be 0.1 •
I. Formula J1 | •
From Table 1, It la seen that this formula Is
yn-l * yn ♦ ♦ 'S * TC<42) - ♦ l^<yi3> ♦ ySl>
h7,(7)
From Table 2» its principal truncation error Is seen to be iqo £oo 
NO additional starting values are required.
II. £mr.th, Order ( M P 78.)
1 solution by this method la Included, since the Rnnge*Rtttta formula©
are well established as means of obtaining solutions of hi$x accuracy.
la
Tho formula used io
yn+l * yn
rhore
♦ | (4 *2k£ ♦ 2*3 ♦ k4)
4 - hf(xn,yn)
k2 - h f(xQ* gh, yn* gk*)
kj ■ h f (xB* £h, yn+ j>2)
k4 • h f(xQ+ h, yQ* kj)
There exist no precise expressions for the principal truncation errors
of formulae of this typo 9 in this case the error is of order h^.
Perhaps a fairer comparison with I would have been made if we had
chosen a sixth order Ilinge-Kutta formula, in which ease the truncation 
7error world have been of order h • However, due to the fact that an 
m~th order Hunge-»Kutta formula requires more than m substitutions 
into the differential equation when m > 4, the higher order formulae 
become excessively complicated, and their application demands an 
exorbitant amount of labour, (dee, for example, iiilne (llj ) The 
formula quoted above le the moat accurate bungo-Kutta formula in
common usage.
No additional starting values are required.
Ill Formula [4 9 iL^ •
_______________ ^gp
It has been pointed out that olass [k 9 l] has already been studied 
in oone detail. Urube [lg] has shown that the moat satisfactory
formulae of thio class are tho Adama type formulae, and we therefore 
choose as our lost example the most accurate Adams formula mailable 
from Table 1, which is k • iqp with a • b • o » 0. This gives
*n*4 ’ yn+3 * * **y£l ‘ * 64<*$ * #*&}) .
with (TE)1 - - h6y(t } .
’ihroe additional starting values are required for thia method, and, 
for the purposes of thi present comparison, these are taken directly 
from the theoretical solution of the differential equation.
Table 5 shows the numerical solution of the equation (2.25) for 
the ranfe x * 0(0.1)1.0, by each of the three methods described, and 
compares tho results with the theoretical solution. It is seen that, 
by method X, the error is always less than 2 in the eleventh decimal 
place f by method IX}it is less than 2 in the seventh decimal place f 
and, by method XXX, It is loss than 3 in the seventh decimal place, 
atxe labour of computing by method X is no ©or© than by method III. The 
labour by method XX is considerably greater*
A second example is given to demonstrate that accurate solutions 
of higher order differential equations are alec attainable, usiru the 
(k I X] tosnalae. Tho prohlon conaidered ie
y(2) . -y , y(0) • 0, y(1)(0) - 1, (2.27)
the theoretical solution being y » sin x. The second order differential 
equation is replaced by the pair of first order equations^
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T](l) - -y j ^(0) -1
Iho formula used la tho implicit [l | 4] « which io
• », • *(4** * 4il> • B2(42) - 4ll>' 11*4” • 41b 
♦ A <4‘> - 41b . (2.29)n+1n
with a similar equation for \ • From (2.26), we obtain the
following expression© for the success!v© derivatives of y and •
y^ « 4-T| 1 y^« -y | y^ • - | y^ • *y
. • y | t * ♦ y I • + >|
substituting these expressions into the pair of finite difference 
equations and simplifying, we obtain the algorithms
&
n*l A2 ♦ B2 “
„ Sfc» ■■ b 
A2* B2 »
(2.30)
3'
n+1
J&3
A2 ♦ B2 yn
A
A
A • 1 *whore It « h b* 1SS0 ’ ®’2 • IS
She values of y0 and are known, and no additional starting 
value© are required* The principal truncation error of the finite 
difference formula employed is
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Tho numoriool factor in this error is so small, that we ore able to 
obtain an accurate solution even if h is given the unusually large 
value of 1*0 • The solution of (2*27) calculated using this value of 
h is set out in Table 6, for tho range z • 0(1.0)10.0 *
Despite the large mesh length, and the fact that the solution 
oscillates strongly within tho range under consideration, the error 
is never more than 32 in the eighth decimal place*
It io of Interest to note that a calculation based on formula 
(2*29), with h • 0*1 , would be capable of evaluating the sine and 
cosine functions correct to approximately seventeen decimal places*
:. __ ._:___ t
11.1 at; j-Ung .Yfttupa*
If a finite difference formula of order k le used to obtain a 
numerical solution of a first order differential equation, then, in 
addition to the single boundary condition presumed given with the 
differential equation, k • 1 nee starting values will, in general, 
be required* It is important that these additional starting values 
be obtained with sufficient precision, since the accuracy of the 
whole computation depends on them*
One method commonly used is to apply a fourth-order Kunge-Kutta 
method ( [ill P*72), preferably with a mosh length ahull©r than that 
to be uAed in the main calculation* Formula of thio type have the 
advantage that they, thenselvos, never require additional starting
values*
Another common procedure la to find the additional starting 
values directly from a Taylor expansion about the point at which the 
original boundary condition io given* Ibis is, of course, equivalent 
to using formulae of the olass [l f I ] eXp* However, since accuracy,
Irather than ease of application io desirable when finding starting 
values, it would be bettor to uao one of the [l 9 formulae*
Indeed, ao mentioned in Chapter I, W* E* inline f?] has derived the 
following formula, which Involves higher derivatives, specifically 
for the evaluation of starting values*
?! - y0 * :;h(yo1} * yp^) *• yp^ * * ypb ♦
so
with 100,Goo
9hla forauln, known as ls identically
[l | 3 ] t . Sven hatter accuracy cun bo obtained by using [l I 4J inp,
for which
25,401,600
One© the first additional starting value has been found, the next ie
moot readily obtained by Wing a formula ouch as the optimum [2 , 4] iQp,
for which .11 (11)
* i3O,srn,6WT *
The increase in accuracy over [H 4] is welcome, in that it 
of foots any tendency for the round-off errors to accumulate, since 
the formula now uses the first derived starting value, as well as the 
original boundary value*
An illustration of the use of [k ft] formulae for obtaining 
additional starting values is afforded by the example considered in 
Table 5* Ibe three additional starting values necessary for the 
application of the Adams9 method, [4 f l] ic^ , which were, in fact, 
taken from the theoretical solution of the differential equation, 
might equally well have been taken from the solution by the [ill] 
method, since this agrees with the theoretical solution to more 
decimal places than are required for the Adams* method*

ss
IZX.
In previous chapters of this thesis, much reference has been made 
to truncation error* There is, of course, another source of error, 
which is unavoidable in any numerical process, namely round-off error* 
Thus, in discussing the numerical solution of an Initial value problem, 
there are, in fact, three distinct solutions to be considered* Theee 
are (a) the theoretical solution of the differential system,
(b) the theoretioal solution of the difference system, and
(c) the numerical solution of the difference system*
Tho difference between (a) and (b) is due to truncation error, while 
that between (b) and (c) is the result of round-off error* In thio 
context, the Inaccuracies in the additional starting values which 
must be computed when the order of the difference system exceeds that 
of tho differential, can conveniontly be regarded as round-off error, 
since they are propagated in the same manner as round-off error*
It is, of course, normal practice in any numerical calculation to 
control tho influence of round-off error on the eventual result, by 
retaining an adequate number of guarding figures throughout the 
computation* Fowever, when we are dealing with an initial value problem, 
and the numerical solution is obtained from a step-by-etep proceas, 
it oan happen that, despite all precautions, the growth of round-off 
error is so rapid Is se rapid that it swamps the v&ole computation, 
rendering the final numerical result totally unreliable* When thi3 
happens, we say that the mot hod io exhibiting instability • Whether 
or not this phenomenon will arise in a given problem depends on the
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particular finite difference replacement used* and* to a leaser extent, 
on the si so of the mosh length* and on the form of the original 
differential equation* Thus, oven whon we are convinced that the 
use of a particular finite difference replacement will ensure that (b) 
is acceptably clooo to (a)* we cannot assert* without further 
investigation* that the same will be true for (c)*
*Ih© possibility of instability does not arise whenever a finite 
difference formula io employed* but only when it is used in a step* 
by-step prooeas* Indeed* one way to avoid instability when dealing 
with an Initial value problem* la to first convert it to a boundary* 
value problem* a suggestion originally made by Allen and 3overH [ll] • 
(oee also the papers by Ditchell and foitherford [14] * and Foot: and 
iJitohell [l5] •) However* for the purposes of this chapter* it will 
be assumed that tho nuraorical solution of the differential equation 
will always be obtained from a step*hystep process*
Interest in the problem of Instability was first aroused in 195Q 
by a paper of Todd*® \l6]* *;h© differential equation considered by
Todd is of second order* whereas the [k f formulae developed in 
Chapter II are designed primarily for use with first order differential 
equations* nevertheless* the example is still relevant* since 
instability can arise in an initial value problem Involving any order 
of differential equation* Ihe equation considered le
• • y, (3.1)
with y(0) - 0, and yU) (0) • 1 ,
the theoretical solution being y • ein x* Two finite difference
formulae are considered* These ore
y«*2 • - yn ♦h^! * <«>i • il h4y(4) o«*>
yn*4 • 16yn*3 * 3Oyn*2 * 16yn*l " yn ” l2hM+2 ’ <**>1 *
(3.3)
Ihe aesh length, h , ia choson to be 0*1, and the starting values 
are token directly from the theoretiool solution of the differential 
equation* orking to five deoimal places, the following results ore 
obtained for y when x • 0*8 •
5^
theoretical solution of differential equation t y 
Numerical solution by (3.2) t y 
numerical solution by (3*3) • y
0.71736
0.71726
-2.67357
hus, the formula with the hotter truncation error gives a hopelessly 
inaccurate answer* "The difficulty is not overcome by retailing more 
guarding figures, for if the numerical solution by (3.3) is repeated, 
working now to ten decimal ligurcs, the rosult
y(0.8) • 0.71864,22373
is obtained* It io of interest to note that this result is still 
poorer than that obtained from (3.2), working to five places* In 
any case, If the solution by (3.3) is continued, still working to ten 
places, the trouble quickly shows itself again, imd we get the 
impossible result y(l.l) • 4.37411,56871 •
sr
iho formula (3*3) 1© here exhibiting instability, and the advantages 
of Its superior truncation error are totally nullified*
Various aspects of the problem of Instability have been studied by 
a number of different authoro, and, indeed, there Is not even general 
agreement on the meaning of the term "stability". Authors such as 
Dohlquist [17] , [18] and hiohtmyer [19 ] define a method to be stable If 
the solution (c) defined above Is sufficiently close to (a) • Others, 
inducing Putlohauser [20] , Mtcholl and Cragge (_2l] and Todd [id] 
have taken the view that stability Is oonoerned only with the growth of 
round-off error, and these authors require that (o) bo sufficiently 
dose to (b) in order that the method be deemed stable* v/hether (b)
Is close to (a) Is then regarded as the separate problem of convergence*
Ao may ho Inferred from previous remarks, we ehall In this thesle 
adopt the latter attitude* Our reasons for this choice are as follows. 
It is the major purpose of this thesle to propose certain finite 
difference techniques of improved accuracy. The [k , f? formulae, 
which constitute CM class of such techniques, are intended to be used 
In step~by~8tep computations, and it Is therefore Incumbent on us to 
determine whether ouch procedure will, in practice, be feasible, or 
vdxether th© growth of roundoff error will prove uncontrollable. we 
do not, and cannot assert that the [k 9 t] formulae will afford, for ujgjr 
differential equation, a numerical solution arbitrarily cloee to the 
theoretical solution of the differential equation.
III. 2
When a finite difference formula of the close (2*2) is applied to 
the numerical solution of tho initial value problem
y(l) » f(x, y) I y(xQ) - y0 (2.1)
tho resulting algorithm is
* k B
Wat * T g, %*h F»(2n*t’ “ ° * °’4)
where the functions F (zf y) are defined by equation (2*3)«
assume that any additional starting values required have been obtained, 
so that the values of y^, y^> • • • toown. with these
initial values, equation (3*4) posseseea a unique theoretioal solution 
at every subsequent mesh point* Wo Indicate by y£ the value of this 
theoretioal solution at the mesh point • The actual numerical 
value, y^ , which we obtain at as a result of the etep-by-etop 
calculation, will not coincide exactly with y* , the difference 
being attributable to the round•off error In the calculation up to 
that point* We define this difference to be e Q , where
yn " * en <3»5>
If we have procured numerical values for y at all points up 
to and including xn , then we obtain a numerical value for yn+1 by 
applying the algorithm (3*4) with appropriate values for the suffices* 
Thia gives the equation
S7
K e b
^t^n-k+l+t * 22 Fs^xn-k*l*tf yn*k+l+t' (3.6)
which can be solved to give Fn4>x • substituting from (3*5) into (3*6), 
and setting n - k + 1 • p for oonvonionoe, we obtain
g, ♦%♦*> * 5 S *«th8 r«(vt» *5i *%♦<> • ° <3*7>
s*l t-0
We now expand Fg(Xp^> yp+t a fQylor w**!®® about y£4t ,
and ignore powers of 6 higher than the first, to get
k € kgj “t>dyp*t *&p*P * gi go aatb9[^^p^’^ eP« (3.8)
. =0
Since y*.^ satisfies tho difference equation (3*4) exactly, (3.8) 
reduces to
®0t6p*t * g g U8*h (Xp+t* *$♦« ) e p+t = 0 (3.9)
^8 ia «>» li«8arlged error equation for tho , oneral. Ik .t/I fonaule ,
and the form of it© solution determines how the round-off error will
bo propagated as the computation continues* Squat ion (3.9) is a
homogeneous linear difference equation of order k , but since its
coefficients are variable, it is not, in general, possible to find an
analytical solution in closed form* In any event, in a practical
problem, we would have no knowledge of the theoretical solution
which appears in (3*9)» and could only replace it by y _ whleh would P"
bo available as a numerical value at each mosh point* Thus, the
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voriablo coefficients in (3*9) could not be obtained as continuous 
analytical functions of x , and thio would preclude any possibility 
of finding an analytical solution in closed form for the full 
linearised error equation#
Following Mtche 11 and Craggs [2l] and Todd [16] , we can, as a 
first approxieuxtion, consider the situation in the limit as h tends 
to sero# Equation (3*9) reduces to
Z°Dtep^ “ ° • <3.10)
t"U
a linear difference equation with constant coefficients# A standard 
solution in closed form is now available* Putting i “ in
(3.10) leads to the equation
? <^> “ * • • • *°oi/3*aoo • °(%11)
This equation •» the auxiliary equation of (3*10) • will be referred 
tc os the basic characteristic equation of the finite difference 
formula (3#4)# Its roots, which may be real or complex, distinct or 
multiple, will bo denoted by /A|> » ^r# The polynfcil&l (z\ )
can therefore be written in the form
(/\) “ O * i) ** • • • (3 ~/M , (3*12)
where , • • # are positive integers, and
► o/t ♦ ♦ • • • ♦ °<^ * k •
The general solution for (3*10) ie then
/ I
6
3
-(Z * • • *(Z W“"Xbrd 0,13
•owl 0*1
whore the A^, A^, • • • are constants*
It follow that tho conditions for € . to remain bounded as J — 
9
are that
(i) all distinct roots of (3.11) lie on or within tho unit circle,
and (11) all roots of (3*11) of multiplicity greater than one lie
/
within the unit cirole*
Tho second condition follows, since, for any integer q ,
lin - 0 , if |}| < 1.
If, however, a root of multiplicity > 1 lies on the unit circle,
then
.0*1 as j oo
0*1
and £ will consequently be unbounded*
Despite this last remark, we make the following definition*
<i finite tillforonce formula of the type (3,4) exhibit a
inotttbillty if any root, of ,thoj>^c ch^actcrictic
U.P,ft ,°alP.Vo. tho, unit, circlja.
It follows that whether or not a particular finite difference 
formula of the class (2*2) exhibits strong instability depends only
on the coefficients aOc t « 0, 1, 2» » • • • k* It does not
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depone on the particular form of the function f(x, y) appearing in 
the differential equation* or on the aise of the rneah length h •
Strongly unstable finite difference formulae will be rejected 
as being unsuitable for tho step-by*etep solution of Initial value 
problems* Our reasons for not rejecting a formula whose basic 
characteristic equation has a multiple root on the unit circle 
will be given later*
Equation (3*10) was obtained from the linearised error equation 
(3*9) by putting h • 0 • As a refinement* we now Ignore only h2 and 
higher powers of h in (3»9)» yielding in place of (3*10) the equation
It§ [«0t * g (Ip+t, y£+t )}£p+t .0 (3.14)
We ore* of course* no more able to give a general solution in 
closed form for this equation than for the full linearised error 
equation (3»9)» Eutiohauser [go] has suggested* however* that (3*14) 
bo converted into a linear difference equation with constant coefficients 
by assigning a constant value* * to the variable term (xp+t» 3^^)
A solution in closed form can then be obtained* and is of the fort 
(3«13) with 2 ± replaced by ytl > where t< * are the roots of the 
equation
T (V) “ (Ogj. ♦ * • •
♦ (a<.. * a,,),U ♦ (tVz, ♦ b/1 a-A) 0 (3.15)
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'fo shall tall this equation the secondary characteristic equation of 
the finite difference f omul a (3*4)*
Tiie only differential equation for which is in fact constant,
is /• \
3T ' • (3 y ♦ g(x) t where (3 • constant*
nevertheless, wo can give the following heuristic argument in defence 
of the practice of applying ftutishauser's technique to a general 
problem* Xt io assumed that we are dealing ohly with those finite 
difference formulae which have been shown to have no strong instability, 
that is, formulas for which tho roots, /A p of th. basic characteristic 
equation lie on or within the unit clrole* We are particularly 
interested in those roots, < s which lie on the unit circle* The values 
of these roots were calculated on the assumption that h • 0, yet we 
oust, in practice, compute with a small, but non-acro value of h*
We ask the question, "as the value of h moves away from aero to a 
small positive value, do the roots /\ which used to lie on the unit 
circle, move inside or outside the circloS* If the latter is the ease, 
we expect a mildly increasing error j I if the former, we expect 
6 to remain bounded. Thus it is reasonable to regard the secondary 
characteristic equation as a perturbed form of the basic characteristic 
equation, and its roots, yU i# as perturbed values of the roots **
Ws do not intend to interpret the solution of (3*14) obtained by 
sotting • (3> as an accurate estimate of the error 6 j at a 
general meuh point* We moan to use the secondary characteristic 
equation only to determine whether the roots which are the
&perturbed valuoa of those roote /d for which j X j “ 1 , lie 
within or without tho unit circle. We make the following definition 
applicable only when the finite difference fortiulu employed has 
already been shown not to be strongly unetable.
53ff. af the typo X3,t.4) e^hlbite
weak instability If any root of the aeooadarg charge tori a tic eouatlon 
(.MS) afttaldq, the uiflt circle.
Clearly9 weak Instability depends not only on the coefficients in 
the finite difference formulae also on the siae of the mesh length 
h, and on the choice of the value assigned to the constant 3 , a 
choice in luenood by the particular differential equation under
consideration* -bus, unlike strong instability, it is not a property
,• -j formulasimply of the [k $ q/ employed, but of the particular calculation 
being performed. Calculations which exhibit weak instability need 
not bo rejected out of hand* Provided that tho step-by stop 
calculation ie not pursued for an excessive number of steps, the 
elementary precaution of retaining an adequate number of guarding 
figures beyond the decimal place in which the truncation error is 
expected to appear, ie on adequate safeguard.
Ws can now give reasons why the occurrence, on the unit circle, 
of a multiple root of the basic characteristic equation, was not 
regarded as an indication of strong instability, ,Yhen such a root, 
of multiplicity , is perturbed, it is usual for it to be replaced
by ex' distinct roots yU * of tho secondary char act eristio equation*
If any of these falls outside the unit circle, then weak instability 
will ensue* It ie only as a result of freak algebraic coincidences 
that any of the perturbed roots will be multiple, und, in ;my case,
ouch an occurrence would come to light when a test for weak instability 
ia mode* (The multiple rooty/* can then, usually, be separated into 
distinct roots by choosing another value for h.) It is therefore 
felt that shen formulae whoso basic characteristic equations have 
multiple roots on the unit circle, or© applied to practical problems, 
they will exhibit, at worst, weak instability*
In practice, the method of choosing tho value assigned to the
function f(x, y) appearing in the differential equation (2*1)* If 
ftf1 is a function of x only (in other words, if the differential 
equation (2*1) is linear) then the value for ft can be chosen, und
the process investigated for weak Instability, before the numerical 
solution of the problem is instigated* In the majority of such cares, 
it is sufficient to give (3> a single value, which is "typical" of the
sooondary characteristic equation, and calculate how the roots
(non-linear differential equation) then wc must calculate the numerical 
solution for y for a few stops, using ^hc algorithm (3*4), in order 
to estimate the magnitude of ^ * (in practice, the given Initial 
value for y can often be sufficient for this purpose*)
It is of interest to compare the process outlined above with a 
new method for obtaining a numerical solution for a linear differential 
equation, put forward in a recent paper ty Allen [22] • In this paper, 
Allon recommends that over a small local range of integration, the 
variable coefficients should be replaced by constants*
In certain cases, study of th© criterion for weak instability 
can give an indication of the maximum value that can be given to the 
mesh length h , if weak instability is to be avoided* Finally, it 
is emphasised once more that the procedures recomtrended above, in 
connootion with weak instability, should be applied only to problems 
employing finite difference formulae which have been shown not to be 
strongly unstable*
Some examples are now given to illustrate a few of tho remarks
mode above*
As an illustration of the mechanism of strong instability, 
consider the example (!♦!) of Todd’s, mentioned in th© preceding 
seotion* Although the differential equation is here of second order, 
a theory of strong Instability can readily be constructed for such an 
equation, on exactly th© lines indicated in the present section*
6 S’
This loads to the basic characteristic equation
>4 - 16 V ♦ 30 ?? - 16 A *1-0 (3.16)
for th© finite difference forcula (3*3)* The roots of thia equation 
are 1, 1, 7 • 7 ♦ 0?* > the last root being responsible for th©
strong instability* Th© observation might be mad© that* in setting out 
th© numerical results of Todd.9s example, we have not quoted a 
theoretical solution for the difference system, and that divergence 
between the numerical solution and the theoretical solution of the 
differential equation does not constitute instability, os we hove 
defined it* However, when we observe that the numerical value for 
y at x « 0,6 is -2,67357 or ♦ 0,71664,22373 according as the 
rounding-off is done at the fifth or the tenth decimal place, it ie 
clear that the numerical solution is incapable of approximating satis­
factorily to tho theoretical solution of the difference system, whatever 
it may bo> this io the essence of the phenomenon of strong instability.
The buaio characteristic equation of the other finite difference 
formula (3,2.) , used in Todd’s oxompl© is
}2-8A*l-0, (3.17)
with roots • *1, *1 • Despite tho double root, no strong
instability is observed.
To illustrate the relative innocuity of weak instability, and to 
vindicate cur reasons for not regarding a double root, on th© unit
ciz^ole, of the basic characteristic equation, as being indicative of
(ob
anything worse than weak instability, we consider the [2 9 lj 
formula* quoting from Table 1 , wo see that
®D0 * & 1 ®O1 * 1 * a ’ *02 * wl
a10 " • 1) | a^ • ^(1 ♦ a) f • -j|<5 • a)
Wo consider two cases (i) a • *1 , and (ii) a • -1 *
Testing first for strong instability, we find that the basic 
charactori©tic equation is
•/\^ ♦ (l*a)A ♦ a • 0 , (3*ie)
which has roots +1 and **a • Thus, in neither of the oases considered 
will the formula exhibit strong instability, but wo observe that in 
case (ii) there is a double root on the unit circle* Examining for 
weak instability, the secondary characteristic equation la found to be
[’1 ♦ h(S^]/A‘; ♦ [l-6 issl’
12ha ♦
(3.19)
Case,,(j) a * ♦!, hqu&tion (3»19) re uoes to
Hence,
[-1 +^J/L1 + 4^/x -»-[l+^]=O
„ _ %k(3±VH WP2
I ~ <6^
[J4kf3±(l+ /l‘W)
The roots and yx are therefore
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If > 0, then i > 1 
If 0, then u 2 << ~1
Thus, excluding the trivial case of p » 0 , weak instability is 
uravoid&bl© vdth thia formula*
Case Cii) a • -1* Equation (3*19) reduces to
(-H + ^ + (-l~tf) -o
o + h/2Hence yU - f-.—•
fhe roots for and Ag are
" 1 ' />2 - f-H£
The double root, at 41 , of the basic characteristic equation has 
boon replaced by two distinct root©, one of which remains on the unit 
circle. From the expression for th© other root, it follows that if
> 0, there is a weak instability, while if < 0, there if not.
We now consider some numerical results given by these two formulae 
Writing the [2 | ljiap formula in the manner of the algorithm (3*4), 
we obtain
-yn+2 * ♦ ajr„ ♦n*l 12 (5-a)Fl(xn<2,yn>2) ♦ 6(l+a)»1(xn>1,yn<1)
♦ (5t»-l)F1(xn ,y )} - 0 .
—-----------------
6?
We choouo h • 0.1, and F^(x> y) • *y • This choice of tfa© function 
F- i© forced upon us, since, for the purpose© of tho pre©ont 
demonstration, it ia nocoosury that (3*20) bo restricted to a form 
for which a thooretical solution in cloned form can be computed. In 
Caoo (i), (3*20) reduces to
3.1 yn*2 * 0,4 yn+l “ 2.9 yn - 0 , (3.21)
and in Case (ii), to
2.1 yn*2 * 4,0 yn+l * 1,9 yn " 0 • (3.22)
•» value of (9 to -1 , so wo regard (3.21) to having a wak
instability* n©t ®° (3»22)>
Two initial conditions are required, and those are chosen,
quite arbitrarily , to be yQ • 0 and y^ • 1. In parti cluor, no
attempt has been mad© to choose Initial conditions which approximate 
(1)to thooo of the differential equation y • -y * Tho theoretical 
solution© of (3*21) and (3*22) do not represent the solution of any 
differential aquation, and in fact ore quit© distinct from each other* 
The theoretical and numerical solutions of (3.21) and (3*22) are 
given in Table 7, the numerical solution© being rounded-off in the 
third decimal place.
In both cases, the rounded numerical solution ia satisfactory.
It clearly would have boon wasteful to have rejected (3*22) on the 
grounds that the basic characteristic equation had a double root on
6?
TWe 7
... . 1
£qubti<f*> (3>2Z)
X Tke^ t-tttX VumUr.&cAz^
----------- - --------
TIcw'tzuM
XuUvft</V' JetwAo*
0 0 0_ 0 b_
o-z Io 10 i-o , t 0
0 £ -o-ih.os -0-121 r 100,70 / • <?06'
0-3 1 o-is^ii + 0-7SS 2.-123, 36 2 7^4
Ok — 0 '-2^3, S'/ -O <?44 3 kb3, qq 3 465"
0-S rO 422,/3 + O(I2& 4-/34,0S 4 -/35“
Ob — 0 3 kb, S 4 -0-3^ 4 • 10.0,30 4'7^ /
01 tO' 707,37 1 0-101 s-zn 10 S-2S9
os ~o - UU-l'Stj. -(W S ■ T&, 11 S-7U'
01 + 0 70S, $3 i-o-loo b 33^, Zb. b 23L+
f‘O - 0 •S2‘t?4 -0S3O b'bLQ u-f t-ooo
Sr*tfT/A’6 Vetoes t>A/A£<*KA/t2>.
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the unit circle. Also, the weak instability in (3.21) haa failed to 
show itself in the numerical insults. This is not surprising, since 
the root outside the unit circle haa the value 1.003,670, and this 
number raised to tho power ten is only of the order of 1.4 • Hence, 
no meteoric increase in round-off error could be expected in ten steps. 
Juch a calculation would need to be continued for a very large number 
of steps indeed, before the weak instability would constitute a 
serious threat to the method.
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IIX»3 Strong mobility of tho <h iti rowMloo .
It io clear from the considerations of the preceding section 
that the only stability test, which con be meaningfully up plied to 
a general class of finite difference formulae, is the test for strong 
instability* Weak Instability is a function of the particular 
calculation being cor si do red, and, moreover, since its presence by 
no means calls for the rejection of the finite difference formula 
involved, there is little point in attempting to examine the general 
claw of [k 11] fonaulae in this respect.
It will have been noticed that the higher derivatives of y 
have played no part In the analysis of stability* Indeed, the various 
authors mentioned in the two previous sections have dealt exclusively 
with formulae which belong to the class [k f X] • The criterion for 
strong Instability, depending as it does only on the values of the 
coefficients , is quite unaffected by the values of the
coefficients of the higher derivatives* It ie true that in the analysis 
of weak instability, equation (3*14) can be replaced by equations 
such os
which would be subsequently solved by setting
and y being constants* In effect, this is achieving nothin/; 
more than allowing the coefficients of the higher derivatives to 
influence one’s choice of the value for tho constant in Kutlshauser*s
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procedure* In practice, this io seldom nocessaxy*
I or every formula of tho class y k f fj , tho basic characteristic 
equation will have a root A » ♦! • This is a consequence of the 
fact that
± “0. 
t-c ut
which is the first of the equations (2*17) which define the
coefficients • This root oan be regarded as the "genuine" root,
corresponding to the differential equation* For formulae of order 
one * that is, of the same order as the differential equation - it 
ie tho only root* ^hon the order of the difference formula exceeds that 
of the difforontial equation, other roots, termed by l^utiohauser [20], 
"eingeschleppten1^ or "erauggled roots" will arise* If our choice of 
formulae is restricted to those of class I k f 1 , which do not
involve higher derivatives, greater accuracy can be achieved only by 
increasing k , and hence increasing the number of smuggled roots* It 
becomes increasingly difficult to avoid strong instability without 
sacrificing accuracy, and the optimum formulae soon become unusable* 
«"“• tho forcula [4 I l] takeo its optimum form *>en a - 1, 
b - 32/5 catd c • 0 * (dee Tables 1 and 2*) The roots of the basic 
oharac tori otic equation are then ♦!, *1, (-32 - 3O*4)/XO , and the
formula clearly has a strong instability. The difficulty is even more 
severe with explicit formulae, and, indeed, all the explicit ik f 
formulas quoted in Table 3 exhibit strong instability if the optimum
12
values of tho par anotor3 or© employed*
It io felt to be on© of tho na^or advantages possessed by 
foroulae of low order, which involve higher derivatives of y , that 
they permit high accuracy to bo achieved without axterrj attendant 
instability difficulties* Thus* the optimum [2 I 3] formula 
exhibits no strong inotability, yet has a truncation error of
parameters incorporated in the o oof ii ci onto afit , as displayed in 
Tables 1 and 3, has boon chosen so that it is always possible to 
assign their values in ouch a way that the resulting formula does 
not exhibit strong instability* The conditions that must be 
satisfied by tho coefficients of a polynomial, in order that its 
seres should lie on, or within, th© unit circle, are not easily laid 
down in a convenient fora, and, henoe, no attempt is made to define th© 
ranges in which th© parameters must li© in order that th© formula 
avoid strong instability* Instead, following Bull and Luxembourg 
[23] , it is recommended that th© first step in choosing an 
appropriate [k 9 i] formula for a particular calculation be to 
specify the positions of th© roots of tho basis characteristic 
equation* (Considerations of weak instability, for tho problem In 
hand nay help deteraino this choice*) A simple oc.lculation then 
yields the values to b© taken by the parameters*
CHAPTER IV.
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IV.l
If tho equation (2»1) is replaced by tho simpler equation
y^ • f(x) (4*1)
with y * y0 at x • Xq , then the theoretical solution for y at
x * x laP
yp
f(x) dx (4<2)
The numerical evaluation of tho integral on the right hand side 
of (4«2) constitutes th© problem of quadrature, or, properJy, tho 
problem of single quadrature# There are thro© distinct categories 
of problem#
(i) £fe). AW ,u*> a
In thio case, formulae involving derivatives of y of order 
higher than the first (that is, involving derivatives of the 
integrand) cannot bo applied, since there is no moans of ol coining 
analytical expressions for ouch derivatives#
(ii) ttel t&aat &&. *<*> *» tow#.
2
A well known example is f(x) • e> • In such a cose, 
derivatives of the integrand ore available as analytical expressions, 
and quadrature formulae of improved accuracy, v?hich involve derivatives
of the Integrand oan be used#
1b
Uu.) f be) «lv»n apalrtloaXlT.-waa a prindUv for f (x) is teow.
Iher© la then no call to resort to a numerical ©valuation*
Except where specific reservations to tho contrary are made, 
we shall assume that the function f(x) appearing In (4*2) falls 
Into category (ii)*
The ik 9 i\ formula© developed in Chapter IX eon, of course, 
he used to afford a step-by-step solution of (4*1) for tho Independent 
variable y , and, by (4«2), a numerical estimate for the integral
z>Xp
| /Meta la obtained* Such a procedure is, however, not to bo
S-'X<>
MOCMMadsd, since it needlessly Introduces the danger of instability, 
and the general Inaccuracy due to the accumulation of round-off 
error mode at each step^ into a problem in which these difficulties 
can he completely avoided* For, putting
°0t " o (t ’ x» 2, • ♦ k-l) in equation (2*2), we obtain the
following class of difference equations
L k
yk * y0 * %t h yt k>l, X^l (4.3)
(The suffix n in (2*2) has been replaced by 0 , since the formula
will no longer be used in a step-by-step process*)
The derivatives y^s\(s - 1, 2, ♦ • Z 9 t • 0, 1, 2, * ♦ k)
can be found as functions of x only, from the differential equation 
(4*1), and thus if the a^ are determined, (4*3) gives, directly, an
17
estimate lor
f(x) dx yk'y0 (4.4)
x0
f pIf f(x) dx Is required* where p • qfc , (p and q integers), then
J
*-c P f (x) dx - f f(x) dx ♦ f f(x) dx ♦ . . ♦ f ' f(x) dx (4.5)
*0 *0 *k (q-l)k
and each of the integrals on the right hand side of (4«5) can be 
evaluated individually by a formula of class (4<3). The prooeso is 
no longer a step-by-step one, and the round-off error in the evaluation 
of any one of tho integrals on the right hand side of (4<5) toes not 
influence tho evaluation of tho next. The total error - both
tzuncation and round-off - cannot exceed the sun of the errors in
the
Conversely, it is not recommended that the quadrature forcsulae 
developed in this Cheptor bo applied to a ©tep-by-step solution of 
the differential equation
- f(x, y) ,
although this ie technically possible. There ie no advantage in 
using quadrature formulae in preference to the more accurate [k ft] 
formulae of Chapter II. For this reason, we give no discussion 
of tho stability characteristics of tho quadrature formulae, when
uoed in a at op-by-step prooaoa.
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IV, 2 jjtotiratwo Foroulao Involving Hi, her PcrjvativQ, » the
lie t tl ma<irature lormulc... (Lambert end Mtcbell [24l )
111© doterminaticm of the coofflcionto a . appearing In formula 
(4*3) follows tho pattern of th© derivation of th© ooefflcionta 
in the jk f t] formulae of Chapter XX* Baylor expansions for y|s^ 
(t • 0, 1, • • k , s • 1, 2, * • t ) and for yQ and y^
are oubatituted Into (4*3)* yielding the following equation.
D(^0 * * ^^0^ ♦ . . ♦ DmhCVoCi^ ♦ . . - 0 (4.6)
r/here
Do - °
D
'm
• ~k ♦ altt-0
ra-1
- ml
kn
•□7
2^ (m-sD m-o
t-i
k n)*G
at
1.1 7®-8j7 ’
t«o
m • Z*l, -02,m
1
* 2
a
k* z amt ’
• •
(4.7)
Sine© there la no queetlon of stability to he conoidorod, there 
is little point in retaining parameters among th© as^» and so we
nut
I m - lf 2, • • . (k*l)£0D
anr’ solve fortthe (k*l)L undetermined conf ioionts u * (t«0,lf . . k< 
s-l92> • .£) With these values for a (3.3) now determines the 
olass of optimum quadrature formulae*
%0
■ 'Iho principal truncation error ie then
(TE)X • (h ffiy (4.6)
One© ogaii, the values of the cocfficionto and the coefficient
In the principal truncation error can he shown to he independent of 
the choice of origin for the Taylor cxpancions. In practice, the 
algebraic labour in solving for the aflt is reduced to a minimua, if 
the expansions arc made about the raid*point of tho range*
The values of the coefficients uQt and the principal truncation
errors arc quoted in Tables 6, 9 and 10 as follows i
Table 8 t* I 9 k * 1,2,3,4,5fb,7j8.
Table 9 •* £• 2 9 k * 1,2,3,4,
Table 10 •« 6- 3 9 k * 1,2,3«4»
For values of k greater then thooo considered, the formulae 
become excessively unwieldy* Moreover, in certain cases, the 
coefficients, a£ t » of the function values ars no longer all positive, 
a situation which can adversely affect the accumulation of round-off 
error, (a negative coefficient for a function value has already 
appeared when k • 4» £• 3<)
Tho quadrature formula of the class derived above, which involves 
derivatives of y up to order , (that is, derivatives of the 
integrand, up to order >t*l) at k*l neighbouring pointe, will be 
roiorrod to ua a All of the formulae
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appearing in Tables 8,9 and 10 are optimum, in the sense that, for the 
given k and , the order of the principal truncation error is, 
in each case, as high as possible*
Reference to Tables 8, 9 and 10 will show that certain of the 
[k 11] formulae have principal truncation errors of an order higher, 
by unity, than that predicted by (4«8)* This is due to a
coincidental algebraic jymsetxy, which causes the coefficient 
to vanish identically, when the coefficients a * take their optimum 
values* In such oases
is considered to be the principal truncation error, since it can be 
shown, that in these cases only, the coefficient is
invariant under change of origin of the Taylor expand ono. Formulae 
with the property ^uat dosox'ibed will be said to have o&tru~pro&lctsd 
truncation errors* From Tables 8, 9 and 10, it will be seen that 
the following jk f£] quadrature formulae have extra«predicted 
truncation errors*
J2 | l] , [4 I 1J t I • [8 » lj * [2 | 3^ 7 [4 ; 3]
Hot all of the formulae quoted arc, of course, new* For example, 
the [2 | l] quadrature fomula is seen from Table 8 to be
J f(x) fe - | (f0 ♦ 4fj ♦ fe) ,
*0
the celebrated Simpson*g Rule* which owes at least a part of its
popularity to the fact that it has an extru-prcdictod truncation error* 
In fact* th© class of [k > l] quadrature formulae given in Table 8 
io the well known class of IfilEgdug. ( {25} PP71-9) ,
and is included here for completeness and comparison* The class of 
[l f £3 quadrature formula© has already been derived by Squires [ 5J» in 
1961, but it is believed that the remaining formulae of Table© J and 
10 are now*
A method for deriving Quadrature formula© of the Gaussian type, 
in which higher derivatives of the integrand are incorporated, ha® 
recently boon devised by Hammer and Vicks [6] * As in all formulae 
Of tho GausaMn typo, the integrand • and it© derivative® • must 
be evaluated at special points unequally spaced within the range of 
integration* Unfortunately* high acourucy is sought, the
poin^t
abscissae of these special must be calculated to on accuracy
comparable with that of the formula itself, and this makes the
eventual nuaorioal evaluation of the integrand and its derivatives 
tedious in the extreme, high accuracy interpolation from tables 
being frequently unavoidable. The evaluation of the coefficients 
and the abscissae of the special points for the Hacaa©r*Mcke formulae 
has been carried out by Struble, [26] •
tb
IV. 3 itoaoricsl Samples.
That substantial improvements in accuracy on bo obtained by 
making use of the higher derivative © of the integrand is illustrated 
by the following group of numerical estimates for the integral
J sin x ci • 1. In each case, the mesh length is h • A /4. 
o
Table 11. Jc Ivnx d/x .
[k fi] quadrature formula He suit
[2 | l] (iftrapson1 a 1 ule) 1.002,26
[»,2] 1.000,026
t«»»] 1 0.999,999,999.7
a result of high accuracy io thus obtained, using values of the 
integrand and its derivatives at the points 0, r/4, /2 only.
TUa illustrates one of the features of the [k 9 £] qrsdrature 
formulae, namely* that the accuracy obtainable is not limited by 
the (usually) fixed interval at which values of the integrand and 
it© derivatives are available*
A further example is given, because the sine function, since 
its derivatives all lie between *1 and ♦! , is rather flattering
[, whichx*2to all quadrature formulae* This seoond example is 
has a theoretical value 1*096,612,268,668. The numerical 
estimates for this integral given by various quadrature formulae 
are given below.
Table 12, J (Theoretical valuo 1.098,612,288,668)
Method Humber o/ values h
Ordor
Of TE Result Error
[2 | 3] once 6 1 11 1.096,667,654 ♦3,6 ltf5
[2 ) 3] twice 12 i 11 1.098,612,522 * 2.3 io*7
Struble, £ »3 3 4ft 7 1.096,652,562 •2.0 10~3
Struble, £*3 5 mm 11 1.096,590,615 -2.2 IO*5
[8 9 l] once 9
I 10 1.096,616,867 ♦4.6 10*®
[8 9 1] twice 17 1/8 10 1.098,612,304 ♦3.5 10*®
[8 | l]thrice 25 1/12 10 1.098,612,269,926 ♦1.3 IO*9
No value for the mesh longth h is quoted for Struble's method, 
einoe the mesh pointa or© unevenly spaced,
The figure entered in the column headed "Number of values" 
denote© tho total number of value© of the function and its derivatives 
that must bo evaluated, and is meant to give some indication of the 
amount of labour involved. However, in tho oas© of Struble's formulae, 
the figure is rather misleading, and it is fair to say that the labour 
in computing the results by these formulae far oxoeeded that of any 
other method listed in Table 12, The fact that the aeoh length took 
particularly simple values in the first two methods listed ,(and, 
with [k 9 X] formulae involving higher derivatives, it is nearly 
always possible to arrange for this to be tho one© ) mode the 
numerical work somewhat ©asior than in the three Newton-Cotes formulae
tested.
gg
w.4 ^teQEaaHI ffc
At th© coot of increasing tho truncation error* it is possible* 
by putting certain of th© coefficients aQt equal to aero* to derive 
frori (4*3) additional quadrature formulae involving derivatives of the 
integrand* which aro specially suitable for oertain types of problem* 
If p Of the coefficient© are set equal to sero* then only the
first (k*l)^ * p of the coefficients »o appearing in (4*6) can 
be equated to aero, and the resulting equation© oolvnd to determine 
the remaining a^^* Formulae so obtained will be referred to as
*>»OPW« 1 1,iJ gaadr.Utt* fwattlwi , or Simply aub-OPtlamn 
loroulae* since they have no counterpart among formulas for solving 
differential equations* Throe types of sub-optimum formulae will be 
discussed here*
One aspect in which the problem of quadrature differs form that 
of solving numerically a first order differential equation, has not 
yet been mentioned* In the latter problem, it is not in general 
desirable - and, indeed* not often possible - to obtain a solution 
of high accuracy by using a formula vdLth a poor truncation error, and 
compensating by taking the mosh length, h; excessively small* The vast 
increase in computational labour precludes ouch a process, and, In 
any event, the increased accumulation of round-off error by the time 
a given abscissa is reached own fix a lii.lt to the accuracy that can, 
in practice, be obtained. Chic is not so in the problem of quadrature,
where highly accurate reeult© can often be obtained by the repeated 
application of low accuracy formulae, ueing very small mosh lengths
* hence the popularity of Siupcon^a Rule. There is no great Increase 
of computational labour, flrpvl'.'eo that tha function vclueo are ro&dlly 
uvoilfablo from tcblea. and, since tho process is not stop-by-atop, 
accumulation of round-off error is never severe. Bence, in those 
problems for which the intogranR is tabulated for & very small 
interval, the case for using formulae involving higher derivatives 
must rest, not only on high accuracy, Ixit on the ease with which 
such accuracy is achieved. A new mib-ontiraum formula, derived with 
this end in view, io the three-point formula
j2f(x) dx - £ ( 31f0 ♦ 64fx ♦ 32f2) ♦ §4#*- 4J)> - t$5<fO3)- 43) 
*0 (4.9)
L— h9 f<” .with “ 15050
If this formula io used n tines, to oovor the range of integration 
£nh , the result
< 2n vj f(x) dx « ( 31f0 ♦ 64fx ♦ 62f? ♦ 64*3 ♦ . . ♦ ♦ 31f2n>
-f^) (4.10)
io obtained. Cotap orc this with dimpoon’o Rule applied n times to the
same range, 
x.2n
f(x) dx - “ (fQ * 4fx ♦ 2f2 * 4f3 ♦ ♦ 4f2n-l ♦f2n>
I
• .
with (W)x -
It Is soon thatf ia (4.1O)» tho evaluation of the derivative© at the 
boginning and end of the range io virtually tho only increase in 
labour compared with Simpsonfa Title, for a very considerable increase 
in xicuracy.
If (4*10) i» used with a nesh length of 0*1 to evaluate the
1.096,612,266,765 is obtained. The error is *0.000,000,000,117 ,
and the method is more accurate than any considered in Table 12.
It is of interest to compare this result with that previously obtained
using the nine-point Hewton-Cotes formula ( i.e. [6 9 l] ) three
times. Both us© twenty-five values, and although the truncation 
error of the ii©wton-Cotes method is of an order higher than that of 
the sub-optimum formula, the latter is, nevertheless, the more 
accurate. This io in port due to the very email numerical factor 
appearing in tho principal truncation error of (4.9). The sub-optimum 
formula is also much easier to use. (See coefficients of [8 f lj in 
Table 6.)
Another sub-optima formula with the sobs property is the five- 
point formula
XAf 4*<*) 434f0 ♦ ie24fx ♦ ♦ 434f4)
(4*11)
vzith <«h " '99fehMt)99,225
Ifce optimum | 2] and jg | quadrature fmn&ee also have tho 
property that, ©twin they are applied repeatedly, the derivatives of the 
integrand need be evaluated only at the extreme end© of tho tenge#
It la, in genoral, impossible to find any meaningful numerical
rPeotimoto for J f(x) dx , dem f(x) ho© a singularity -ithin the
rung© [oi ,^>] . ho difficulty is usually ovorcoci© Igr isolating a
smell rang© ssrhich includeo the singularity, and using ©one analytical
approximation, valid near tho singularity, to afford an estimate
of th© Integral ever that range# A numerical eotin&t© of the integral
ever the remaining adjoining ranges io then obtained, in the usual
v/oy, fro© quadrature formulae# /& an ox topic, consider the problem
of evaluating &
f da
J 2^2 *
0
the integrand having a singularity at the origin# «e oplit tho range 
of Integration into tho too range© [0 , a] and [a > a] • Far email x,
IsdlssJ » x • fx^’ ♦ # ♦ #
- X
J 3M O«t&) dx • 2aa * * I5 * * • t4*M)
0
Tho choice for a is now mode in ouch a way that the error> in 
tsunetaing tho aeries (4# 12) at a eoovasient point, io comparable
A
with the truncation error In evaluating J W- dx •
Thus, we frequently have to apply a quadrature formula to the
problem of evaluating f(x) dx, where f(x) has a singularity
^a,
close to, but not within, the range [a, b] , a situation in which 
It Is notoriously difficult to achieve high accuracy*
The difficulty io basically one of polynomial representability* 
Providod that the function f(x) is continuous and single-valued, it 
is always possible to find a polynomial of degree p which will pass 
through the p*l points (*q»£q) t (*j» , • • (x > f^)
A Newton-Cote© quadrature formula simply evaluates the area under
rXfthi© interpolating polynomial, as an estimate for J* f(x) dx •
“her© io, of course, no guarantee that the polynomial approximation 
to the function f(x) is reasonable at points other than the mesh 
points, but, provided that the mesh length is small enough, the 
representation by a polynomial io usually adequate, in The sense 
that the polynomial has no turning points in the range [xQt x ] 
other than those which correspond to turning points o the function 
f(x) • If, however, the values of the function are altering 
rapidly - and. such is the case near a singularity - then the 
polynomial may be able to pass through the assigned points only at 
the coat of ossuMlng extraneous maxima and minima withia tho range* 
That is, the Interpolating polynomial looses Mcmoothnessw* The 
effect is illustrated by Figure 1, in which four curves are plotted 
for the range [o*5 , of x • Curve I is the graph of the
5Fijure 1
function eiA2 which has a singularity at x ■ 0. Curve IX is the>
graph of the unique interpolating polynomial of degree two, which 
assumes the values of f(x) at the pointe x • 0*5, 1*5, 2*5 • Its 
representation of the function f(x) elsewhere ie clearly far from 
satisfactory* Curve III is the graph of the unique polynomial of 
degree four, which assumes the values of f(x) at the points 
x ■ 0.5, 1*5» 2.51 and, moreover, has the same first derivative as 
f(x) at the points x * 1*5» 2*5 • Although this curve also 
oscillates, its representation of f(x) is more satisfactory* That 
the oscillation is not removed by requiring the interpolating 
polynomial to pass through a larger number of assigned points, is 
illustrated by Curve XV, which la the graph of the unique polynomial 
of degree four, which takes the values of f(x) at the points 
x • 0*5, l»0, 1*5, 2*0, 2*5 •
To evaluate the integral f(x) dx b. calculating the area
under the Curve XX, is tantamount to using Simpson*s Rule (optimum
!?•») formula .) the arsa under Curve XXX
is equivalent to using a new cub-op tiraum quadrature foreiul
*0
0 1
- il < 4fo ♦ 16li ♦ *9 - if (4f?} * (4>13)
with (TKjj - - -gg h6t^
Xt con be argued, that in this example, the best representation 
of f(x) would be got by choooing a large number of points on tho
graph of £(x) , and linking then by a polygonal arc* Ihe area under 
ouoh a curve i® then the estimate given by th© repeated application 
of the Trapezoidal Hole ( optimum [l ; lj quadrature fomula ). Thio 
would indood give a superior result, but it presupposes that the 
values of the integrand are available in a finer tabulation. If it
l/x2were the case that e z were tabulated only at x * O*5(l*O)n , 
then the result by the trapezoidal rule would be poor (see Fig* 1), 
end wo would have to choose between Simpson *o Buis and formulae of the 
type (4«13) • $or would it be any improvement to find additional 
values of the function by interpolating from the tabulation, since, 
near a singularity, high accuracy interpolation suffers precisely 
the sane difficulties as high accuracy quadrature*
Formula (4«13) io an example of a weighted sub-optinua formula, 
"weighted" in the eons© that the higher derivatives are introduced 
at opeolal points* At first sight one might be inclined to 
introduce tho higher derivative® at the points nearest *o the 
singularity, on the grounds that thio io the end of the range 
nearest th© trouble oom© region* However, a glance at Figure 1 show® 
that there would bo little to be gained by requiring th© polynomial 
to have th© same slope as f(x) at the point x « 0*5 , since all 
the polynomials considered have approximately th© Bum© dope there. In 
Contrast* is at tlxe ond range furthest from the singularity
that tho differences in the slope© are greatest* Thus, if we permit 
ouroelvoo a quadrature formula of degree five, rather than four, we 
would choose, for this problem, not the optimum [2 9 2J quadrature
%formula, but tho now cub-optimum formula
2 3J f(x) ex • 3|<7f0* 16fx ♦ 37fg) ’ 15(6*1 *
*0 (4.14)
xAth (TE)X - 5^- h7f(6)
4auy problems will roQUire formulae of higher accuracy than (<.13) 
and (4»14) , if the contribution from the range nearest the singularity 
io to mutch, in accuracy, contribution^ from neighbouring, lees difftc* 
ult ranges* A weighted formula of higher accuracy, for use when 
there is a singularity of the Integrand close to the left hand end 
of tho range, will specify more high derivatives at the risfct hand 
end, of the range* Juch a formula is
197,120
with
£(x) dx - -h(32,O16fo - 2,009,6531! ♦ 68,199,4061^
• 65,630,2111^)
♦ h2(614,547f£X)- 23,164,704f^1)- 4Of838,553*pb
- h3(3,969,O88f(2)- ll,39O,5O6f|2b
- h4(l,eol,3£6fpb ♦ h5(l 3,782f|4)) -h6( ,9
(4.15)
(te) • — ■' ..y..S>.§53l «,,'1 9,5^5,656,000 13 4.(12)
If thio formula seems more unpleasant than moot quadrature formulae, 
it should be remembered that it is designed to do an unpleasant job*
__________ ________ .    -
roiTMl&n (4*13), (4*14) and (4*1$) are weighted to cope with a singular* 
ity clooo to the left hand end of tho range jx^, x^j. If the 
singularity io olooo to tho right hand end of the same interval, a 
suitable set of formulae io readily obtained from (4® 13) • (4*15) by 
making the transformation
h —> • h
f$8)—* *..............
An example is now given to illustrate 
weightod formulae* She integral evaluated 
following values wore obtained*
the advantages of these
The
4
Table 13. (Theoretical value 0.632,455,532,034)
iiathod h Result Error
1 Formula (4*15) 0*1 0.632,475,724 *0.000,02
2 Optimum 3 | 3 0*1 0.637,270,236 *0.005
3
Formula (4*15) adapted
for right hand 
singularity
0.1 0.640,556,330 *0r008
Method 2 , tho optimum [3 f l] quadrature formula, has the same order 
of truncation error an Method 1 , and, in fact, its numerical 
coofflcient is about 160 times .smaller* It produces a much poorer 
rosult, because its derivatives ;,re not distributed to best advantage* 
Method 3 I® Method 1 adapted to deal with a right hand singularity* 
Applied to the present problem, it thus displays a distribution of 
derivatives oven more unfavourable than that of Method 2 , and the 
result is correspondingly poorer still*
(a) anb-opti—i »—a— for laWgr»tiop Of xxae «roooial
'unctions . - ■
A ©laafli of cub-optimum forraulae la now derived for the numerical 
evaluation of J V^(x) dx , where Ms & function defined by a 
differential equation of the type
^-4 * 9 (4*16)fir
and le available as a tabulation at regular Intervale of x ♦
Examplea of such functions, , are the Airy integral, th©
Whittaker function, and th© Mathieu function*
Ifco suggestion that cub-optimum formulae of this type should be 
developed was put forward, curing correspondence, by Dr J.C.?*M31©r 
of the Mathematical laboratory, Cambridge*
If in (4«3), all the coefficients uftt , other than and
a3$ (t • 0, 1, * • k) are equated to aero, then the following 
olass of quadrature formulae is obtained*
Jkf(X> “ h §> aH ytX) * h3 i tt3ty(t3)
*o
Cutting obtain
*o
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where x / Is readily obtain© In terms of and x from the 
differential equation (4«16) which defines the special function*
Tho coefficients a^t t tu* (t • 0f 1, • * k) , and the
principal truncation orrora for formulae of class (4»17) are quoted
in Table 14> for k • 1, 2, 3> 4*
1V.5 Lk «*3 "oxW-c 3~«« Peneafd atodr&tMre. 
(Lambert and Uitchdl , [2?])
quadratur© foroulae of tho 
chapter can also be devised for
type derived in section 2 of this 
the evaluation of the repeated integral
b x x
8-fold
f(v) (dv)^ N> 2 (4*IB)
It io, of course, possible to reduce such an integral to a single 
integral in the well known convolution fora,
b xx bf f---f f(v) (av)H « f (b - v)I,wlf(v) dv , (4.19]
a a a a
^•foia
and the right hand side can be evaluated by using one? of the k | 
quadrature formulae already obtained* It Mil be shorn, however, 
that such a procedure ie, in general, less accurate than the direct 
use of a formula designed for repeated quadrature* She latter type 
of formula turns out to have a more favourable truncation error, and, 
moreover, quadrature of the convolution form has the added 
disadvantage that the value of the function at the right hand end 
of the interval, being perforce multiplied by sere, cannot enter into 
the calculation* Thus, difficulty over polynomial representability 
nay well arise, if the integrand varies rapidly at that end of the 
interval*
Juppoae the function y(x) is such, that f(x)
by repeated integration* we obtain the result*
«, . r(b) - / 75377 (,~’""1
tff*l (4.20)
If m introduce the k*l equally spaced mesh pointe x , ahere
» Kq * rh , r » 0, 1, £, . . k
and *0 » *fc
then, in the notation employed throughout this thecio, (4*20) can 
be vsritten
9
(4.21)
Ihe repeated integral If{ can thus ho 
class of difference equations
evaluated if we can find a
! - y - V ■..* . (kh)m“1y(la"1}u y,£ y° Z, z a..h,7(->s»N t-0 36 jr , 1»N (4.22)
0
'fhio class of difference ocuationc la Identically the class (2*2) , in 
which the teffix n has been replaced by 0 , and where the
following values have been assigned to certain of the coefficients
“of
®00 " 1 ’ a0k “ *X 1 °0t “ 0 » 1 " X» 2» ’ ’ l’1 
» 0 t S “ 1, 2, • • s-l f t * lf 2t • .k-1at (4.23)
aSo h°/si | s • 1, 2, • •$**! •
102
There remain (k ♦ 1)( t* M ♦ 1) undetermined coefficients a^t,
(o • 8, 8+1, • « £| t • 0, 1, , . k) which can he evaluated
by the technique already ueed to derive the jk f jl] quadrature 
formulae*
Taylor expansion© for y and it© derivatives about Q are 
(substituted into (4»22), yielding the result
Vo
* * VM)2) * • • ♦ - o (4.24)
whore
E«
Ea
1
0 | m • Qf 1> 2, • • l#»l
X k
- fe • g, •»
m-1
-Sr
-5
Z 75^57
£
(n-o) j
2 ,m-a * “at
Aca*s
♦ z
t«l
k
t«0
•
* “at 1 © •
Z (fa » «■"*!»W+2,..
(4e25)
n
• •
Wo now put * 0 , o • W> 8*1, • ♦ . £(k*l)( >t*l) • Uk • lj* ,
end ©olve for the remaining (&*!)( iwtf*l) undetermined a 1th 
these values, (4«22) ie now the clue© of optimum quadrature formulae 
for an H~fold repeated integral of the type (4*16) •
The principal truncation error is
(TE), 'fcHX-M-Nfc(h ~) y (4.26]E
As before, tho optimum coefficients a and the numerical coefficient
in the principal truncation error are independent of the choice of 
origin for tho Teylor expansions. For thia set of formulae, it 
happens that the derivation Of tho coefficients is least laborious 
when Xq is chosen as the origin*
Tho optimum ooefl
follows*
ast » a®* *ke principal truncation
errors are set out as
9 ff • 2 I k - 1 1 £ - 2, 3, 4, 5.
k« 2 1 £ - 2, 3» 4.
k • 3 » I - 2, 3.
k - 4 9 X - 2*
k - 5 I £ • 2.
££A°JLL 1 » “ 3 • k-l 9 X * 3> 4» 5»
k - 2 1 £ • 3» 4.
k • 3 » I - 3. 4. ,
k - 4 1 I • 3.
k - 5 I I • 3.
9 a * 4 • k-l t I - 4, 5.
• k • 2 9 / * 4, 5«
k - 3 I I - 4.
k - 4 1 £“ 4.
A study of these tables substantiates the conclusion reached in 
other parts of this thesis, that it is bettor to use finite difference 
formulae of low order, involving higher derivatives, than to attoopt
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to gain cociparablQ accuracy qy increasing the number of point©, and 
ignoring the higher derivatives. A good illustration io afforded by 
the pair of formulae
u-3, k-l, Z-5
unfi H - 3, k - 5, £- 3.
loth have principal truncation errors of order nine? but the numerical 
coefficient in the principal truncation error of the latter io 
X4g"*ig^- » against 725/76O of the former . Moreover* the coefficients 
of the integrand and Ito derivatives are rather easier in the low
order formula.
The formulae for which Z ■ N do not, of course, Involve 
derivatives of the integrand* and can be used even if f(v) io given 
only as a tabulation at equal interval, They sire the generalisation, 
to the 3»fold integral* of the Hewton«*Cotos formulae, although it is 
of interest to note that they do not appear to be anywhere in the
literature.
Formulae for the numerical evaluation of repeated integrals of 
the type (4*16) have boon derived by Salser [at] , [©It and also in 
on M.U.S.O. pamphlet* [30] • The so papers however are restricted to 
the case where the range of integration [a * b] is only one meh 
length (i.e. b • u+h ) , and they employ value® of the integrand 
outside this range. (The derivative® of the integrand ore not 
involved.) Since the value of 1^ over the range [a * c] cannot, 
for H > 2 , be deduced from the values of I over tho ranges
j^a 9 b] and [b 9 c] , without knowledge of the derivatives 
y^s^ (q • 1, 2, . • S*l) at x * b , the foraulao proposed in
the go papers cannot bo adequately compared with the formulae derived
in this section#
It remains only to compare tho prooesa of evaluating Ig by a 
formula of class (4«22 ) with that of evaluating the convolution 
form (4# 19) by one of the [k f i] quadrature formulae derived in 
seotlon 2 of this chapter# A fair comparison con be mod only if 
wo ctipulate the number of points involved within the range of 
integration, and the number of derivatives of the integrand. f(v)t 
employed# Lot the former be K+l 9 and the latter be L • The 
appropriate single quadrature formula for use on the convolution 
form is then tho optimum [x f L*l] quadrature formula, whose 
principal truncation error is, by (4#6)t of order
K(L ♦ 1) ♦ (L ♦ 1) ♦ L • (K*1)(L+1) ♦ 1 .
The appropriate formula of class (4# 22) is, however, given by 
k • K , I • L ♦ H , and its principal truncation error is, by (4#26) 
of order
(K+1)(W+1) - XX • (E>1)(L*1) ♦ » ♦
Hence the truncation error for tho formula of class (4#22) is of order 
N*1 higher than that for a comparable single quadrature of the 
convolution form# The numerical coefficients of the principal 
truncation errors of the two methods are roughly comparable, but
Z/0
tone! to favour the method employing a direct repeated quadrature 
foraula.
In th© ease S * 2 , however, tho gain of T>1 in the order 
of the truncation error will be nullified if th© single quadrature 
formula, used on the convolution form, has an extra-predicted 
truncation error. (3ee IV * 2). In such casco the order of the 
principal truncation error io the eame for both methods.
The labour by the convo ution method la perhaps greater, owing to 
th© presence of th© factor (b - v)‘ in the Integrand,, Moreover, 
the already mentioned danger concerning polynomial represent ability, 
when the convolution method ie adopted, le a further drawback.
Finally, an example le given, The integral considered io 
0,1 x x x
f J J j <w)4 •
0 0 0 0
The follovdng results wore obtained
Table 18.
Theoretical Value 0.000,090,909,09
1 H-4, k-l, £-5 0.000,090,£97,85
2 » • 4. k - 2, i - 5 0.000,090,909,07
3 Convolution, by k • 1, ( * 2 0.000,083,333,33
4 Convolution, by k • 2, / • 2 0.000,090,694,00
Methods 1 and 3 are directly comparable in terms of number
points involved, and number of dorivutlveo of the integrand onplcyod, 
uo uxo methods 2 and 4 •
_________________________________________ ....
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